HEAVY-DUTY IN-GROUND LIFT

Travel range

Travel range
Front centerline spacing

72”

69”

73”

Rear centerline spacing

Travel range
Centerline spacing

Specification

DIAMOND 64

DIAMOND 96

Lifting capacity

64,000

96,000

Lifting height

73

Pit depth

More information?
Lbs
Inch

72

Inch

10, 13 & 17

Feet

Minimum wheelbase

62

Inch

Lifting time

90

Sec

Travel range

Compressed air supply
Electrical supply
Motor power

For more information about the DIAMOND LIFT,
or any of Stertil-Koni's other top notch products,
please do not hesitate to contact us. We will be
pleased to assist you.

Filtered/regulated for 5 CFM at 90 PSI
3 phase, 208-230/460/575
2x5

3x5

Volt
HP

* Technical specifications are available at: www.stertil-koni.com

Stertil-Koni U.S.A. Inc.
200 Log Canoe Circle
Stevensville, Maryland 21666
Tel. 410-643-9001
Toll free 800-336-6637
Fax 410-643-8901
www.stertil-koni.com
E-mail: lifts@stertil-koni.com
A member of the Stertil Group

Diamond Lift-05-2012 USA / Stertil is a registered trademark of Stertil B.V.. We reserve the right to make changes in specifications without notice and without making changes retroactive.

69”

72”

69”

Technical specifications

DIAMOND LIFT

The superior, flexible solution
with a lifting capacity of
32,000 lbs. per piston

STERTIL
SUPERIOR SOLUTIONS BY
QUALIT Y PEOPLE

Superior
solutions
by quality
people

The Stertil Group provides customized and technically advanced lifting
solutions for heavy-duty customers worldwide, as well as superior after-sales
service from factory trained local distributors. These superior solutions are
conceived, developed and implemented by a team of industry experts with years of
field experience. Stertil-Koni is a worldwide leader for heavy duty vehicle lifts
as a result of its quality people, in-house research/development and global focus.

Stertil-Koni DIAMOND LIFT
Looking for optimum flexibility and maximum productivity?

The Stertil-Koni DIAMOND LIFT is the easiest to use,

Stertil-Koni’s state-of-the-art DIAMOND LIFT telescopic

most reliable and environmentally friendly piston lift

piston lift ingeniously combines both these features and

on the market today. Like all diamonds, the Stertil-Koni

sets a new benchmark for piston lifts. The highest level

DIAMOND LIFT is virtually indestructible.

of safety is provided with third party testing and validation
by ALI/ETL-Intertek. The result is a superior lifting solution
grounded in decades of expertise and innovation.

Unique
design provides
maximum
productivity

Piston designed for long life

Easy to use and service

The design of the DIAMOND LIFT telescopic pistons

Simple intuitive controls make operation a breeze.

protects all the critical seals from potential damage

Ultrasonic sensors provide real-time synchronization

by debris. The piston rods are hard-chrome plated for

UHMW (ultra-high molecular weight) polyethylene slides

point load of up to 7500 lbs. on a 2 x 2 inch contact

atop a stainless steel guide which are maintenance free.

area, as would occur with a support stand leg.

for ultimate safety. All power units and control compo-

Strong simple covers that simply work

maximum protection against corrosion and wear. The

nents are located in the above-ground console to allow

The DIAMOND LIFT revolutionizes the world market

Superior protection with the
environment in mind

DIAMOND LIFT design has been optimized to handle the

easy access for troubleshooting and maintenance.

for piston style in-ground lifts. First, the covers for the

The upper portion of the DIAMOND LIFT steel con-

harsh environments in today’s workshops.

The DIAMOND LIFT is a high pressure system that only

containment of the moveable piston are anodized

tainment is hot galvanized, which provides corrosion

requires 10 gallons of biodegradable fluid, allowing the

aluminum with a skid-resistant surface utilizing a

resistance at floor level and ensures proper interlock with

control console to consume minimal valuable floor space.

continuous hinge with no moving parts. The covers are

the foundation. The containments are coated internally

flush to finish floor at all times. Second, the moveable

and externally with DiamondGuard. This exceptionally

piston assembly and cover system is horizontally

high-quality coating protects the containments against

positioned utilizing an inverted rack and pinion design.

corrosion and electrolysis. DiamondGuard also

The hydraulic drive system is self-aligning and self-

prohibits hazardous shop fluids from entering the

cleaning. Finally, all DIAMOND LIFT covers are capable

environment. With the DIAMOND LIFT, problems with

of handling a wheel load of 13,500 lbs. as well as a

contaminated soils are no longer a concern.

Industry changing mechanical locking system
The DIAMOND LIFT utilizes a hardened, nitro carburized
locking rod to provide superior resistance to corrosion

Sliders, not rollers

and wear. The DIAMOND LIFT is designed to allow the

Instead of utilizing traditional rollers which may need

lift to be placed into mechanical locking. The gravity

lubrication, the DIAMOND LIFT moveable lifting unit

engaged locking assembly is easy to service and can

and aluminum trench covering system travel on

be accessed from floor level.

The Diamond
lifts any fleet

Wide range of applications

Safety first

Convenience and control

Durability

The lifting capacity of 32,000 lbs per lifting unit fits the

As standard equipment, the DIAMOND LIFT is fully

Detachable wired remote control: The DIAMOND

Stertil-Koni cycle tests all its products at full rated

needs of all over-the-road vehicles. The DIAMOND LIFT

electronically synchronized for ultimate operator safety.

LIFT can be equipped with a wired remote control

lifting capacity for 30,000 cycles to ensure the delivery

can be supplied in 2- and 3-lifting unit versions. The

The DIAMOND LIFT controls include an exclusive HOME

including a quick disconnect. The controller operates

of quality lifting solutions designed for the long haul.

available ranges of horizontal travel for DIAMOND LIFT

LIGHT on the control console. This indicator lamp is

in addition to the standard controls on the console, not

All Stertil-Koni lifts are designed to exceed the highest

moveable lifting units are 120 inches, 156 inches and

illuminated only when the lift is fully lowered and it is safe

instead of them. The controller is approved for use on

industry standards.

204 inches. This flexibility will allow service of vehicles

for the vehicle to exit the bay. Additionally, the DIAMOND

the workshop floor, which allows convenient and safe

including articulated buses, fire and rescue vehicles as

LIFT provides for restricted height operation, which is

spotting of the lift to the vehicle.

well as multiple axle trucks. As standard, the DIAMOND

initiated by the operator without proprietary equipment

LIFT is supplied with a full set of lifting adapters.

such as special programmers. This height restriction

Automatic wheel base positioning: The DIAMOND LIFT

and not Down to a Price Point. Along these lines,

protects vehicles from low ceilings and ceilings from tall

can be equipped with a system that stores wheel base

the DIAMOND LIFT is engineered to provide years of

vehicles, such as double decker buses.

positions for easier lift set up. The user friendly LCD screen

trouble-free service.

Product longevity and ROI
Stertil-Koni prides itself on building Up to a Standard

stores up to 16 positions, that allows precise relocation
of the moveable lifting unit with the touch of a button.

